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Abstract
This paper covers the proposal of a Dance Education Platform for teaching Latin Dances in a social setting in South
Africa. We examine the components of the proposed platform
in respect to how they will be implemented, the challenges
in their creation and the evaluation procedures. Additionally,
the main outcomes of the components are outlined along
with the impact it is hoped that they will have on the dance
community. Finally, the logistics of the project are specified in terms of the risks, milestones, deliverables and work
allocation amongst the team.
CCS Concepts: • Annotations → Video Annotations; Audio Annotations; Annotations for Dance; • Domain Specific
Language → DSL for Dance.
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and those that are, originate overseas and often have prices
that are not feasible for the average South African citizen. In
light of the pandemic and the changes to everyone’s lifestyle,
having access to additional technology to offer supplemental
teaching and feedback from a distance has become a valuable
addition to most educational disciplines, including dance.
This project, conducted in partnership with Evolution Dance
Studio, a Latin Dance Studio which offers lessons in the Salsa
and Bachata, in Cape Town, aims to bring new technology
to the South African social dance education community.
This paper proposes creating three tools to contribute to the
feature set of a Dance Education Platform for Latin Dancing
in South Africa. The proposed tools are a step notation system, an audio annotation tool for recognizing beats in dance
music and a video annotation tool for providing feedback on
student-submitted dance videos.
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2.1

Introduction

As technology progresses dance educators are looking for
new ways to interact with and teach their students beyond
the traditional in-person classes.
This has lead to many advancements in the use of technology for Dance Education [1, 6, 8, 9, 12] over the last decade.
These studies have highlighted the usefulness of technology
in improving the experience and the learning capabilities
for dance students [8]. Currently, there are not many mobile
applications offering dance educational tools in South Africa
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Music Annotation Techniques and Tools

Computerized devices provide a digital platform and symbolic annotations provide a computerized annotation method,
eliminating the use of free had text writing when doing
music annotations [22]. In automatic annotation, various
types of annotation present different levels of challenges
in automation and it is the easiest and explicit division of
audio that automatic annotation has had a huge progress
success [13]. From the computational viewpoint, there is
Music Information Retrieval (MIR) which support computational data search and retrieval methods implemented to
music. The MIR combines different engineering methods
like signal processing, informatics, machine learning, and
human-computer interaction with the outcome of careful
studying psychoacoustic and musicology research. MIR aims
to create different successful computational algorithms for
instrument recognition, temporal pattern detection, or even
for music structure detection and composition. These computerized steps propel the findings and progression of the
transformation and development of media collections.
Additionally, there are many research studies [4, 13, 17]
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which revolve around musical annotation in a general context. Music annotations have also been explored in different
aspects including the annotation of dance music and the annotation of musical scores. From an educational perspective,
educators in dance schools face challenges when musical
beats are not recognized by the annotation tool they are using. It has not yet been studied how audio annotation tools,
which play an important role in music composition, can be
utilized to recognize the music beats.
Current literature makes mention of the following algorithms for use in audio annotation for music, BeatCore and
the Musical Meter Algorithm.
The operation role of BeatCore is a string of pulses that represents events on sets taken from a spectral flow differential
function. The periodicities of the training function are derived utilizing Inter-Start Interval studies and are inserted
into many agent systems to find the results of the beats [14].
The BeatCore operation function bypass settings include;
linear frequency studies covering the whole spectrum in different analysis frames and temporal resolution [2].
The Musical Meter Algorithm will use the concept of algorithm techniques by Klapuri [10]. The analysis techniques
of the musical meter algorithm combine at three-level scales.
The first level scale is tatum level, followed by tactus level
and the last one is measure level [14]. There are two versions
of this kind of algorithm, the non-casual version and the
casual version. The casual version produces audio beat rates
based on previously selected beats, while the non-casual
version involves finding the whole beat track utilizing back
tracking.
2.2

Video Annotations for Dance Education

Video Annotations in Dance Education systems have been
used for a variety of reasons. Projects such as WhoLoDancE
and DanVideo [1, 9] made use of video annotations to provide a richer language with which to query dance videos in
a database to improve how easily students could find specific dance pieces to learn from. The study by dos Santos et
al. [3] made use of annotations to allow a dance educator
to provide feedback on student-submitted videos through a
web application and proved the usefulness of this feedback.
The study by Lu-Ho Hsia and Gwo-Jen Hwang [8] displayed
the use of annotations for university dance classes using
a flipped classroom method. This study demonstrated that
students who annotated videos of a dance lesson before the
in-person class were able to outperform a control group in
the quality of dancing they were able to learn. Only the study
by Lu-Ho Hsia and Gwo-Jen Hwang [8] was implemented as
both a web application and a mobile application while all the
other projects were implemented as web-based applications
[1, 3, 9].
A majority of the studies conducted using video annotation
for dance education have developed a custom vocabulary
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for use in the annotation process [1, 3, 6, 9]. This vocabulary allows annotations to be grouped into broad categories
with the specific feedback then entered under this label. This
proved to help organize the annotations and create an easier to understand interface. Additionally, the use of custom
vocabularies highlighted the necessity of implementing codesign with the dance educators who will either be using the
application themselves or will be letting their students use
it [3]. As an example of how the vocabularies are created,
the Web-based Movement Library (WML) [6] and WhoLoDancE [1] made use of three main categories of movement
descriptors which are:
• Movement Quality Descriptors
• Movement Principles Descriptors
• Action Descriptors
Based on the WML these categories were further specified
as follows: The movement quality descriptors relate to movement qualities such as fluid, rigid, light etc.
The movement principles descriptors are related to Movement principles, high-level concepts that are used across all
dances regardless of genre, such as symmetry, directionality,
rhythmicality, coordination, etc.
The action descriptors consist of a list of basic actions such
as jump, turn, step, arm gesture etc.
2.3

Domain Specific Languages and Dance

Although there are no tools for the dance representation
through domain specification languages, many dance notation tools are using different dance notations, allowing the
user to generate new and different versions of the dance
notation through graphical representation. LabanEditor and
LabanWriter [11] were created to write and edit Labanotation [5] scores graphically. Benesh Notation Editor [21], and
MacBeneh [15] are dance notation graphical editors that use
the Benesh Movement Notation. Unfortunately, there are
no applications of domain-specific languages in the dance
field. Currently, techniques such as creating dance diagrams
using Scalable Vector Graphic editor [7], copy and paste and
paper-based notation are used to create or edit dance steps.
In terms of the DSL, Frank [18], presents the approach of the
design of the DSLs, specifically the DMSLs. Smart Health
Modelling Language (SHML) [16] is a domain specification
modelling language that models the health ecosystems centred on the smart health domain. The Aviation Scenario Definition Language (ASDL) [20] is a domain-specific language
that provides a graphic structure that defines the multiple
aviation scenarios.
Overall the are many applications of the domain-specific
languages because of the purpose of the domain-specific languages [19] which offers a specification language through
different notation and abstractions of a particular domain.
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Problem Statement

Currently, there are no dance education tools available to
supplement traditional in-person teaching in South Africa.
With the Covid19 pandemic currently engulfing the world,
the need for supplemental tools to enable education at a
distance has become more prevalent. Additionally, current
teaching methods don’t always take into account people’s
schedules, different learning styles and offering easy access
to furthering your education alone. These are all pursuits
that are common to many educational disciplines and dance
is no different.
Today, dance education platforms do exist but most are offered from overseas companies and are thus too expensive
for the average South African to afford and are a one-way
experience, offering only videos of the teachers which the
student can learn from without any way for the student to
get feedback from the teacher or test their knowledge about
the theory of the dances. There are currently limited methods to help a novice learn the timing and counts of the music
and there are none that can automatically identify the counts
for any arbitrary song of the Latin style. Lastly, there are no
tools available to visualize and construct dance steps using
a step notation language allowing students to construct and
see steps play out for themselves to aid in learning.
The project aims to develop a dance education platform for
teaching Latin Dances, specifically Salsa and Bachata, for
South Africans which will focus on three specific areas as
detailed below:
• A step notation tool which will provide a space where
novice and expert users can create and edit dance steps
for dance learning and dance documentation purposes
in the simplest way developed by Ana Dauane
• An audio annotation tool which will be developed to
investigate the algorithms of current music annotation
tools and draw comparisons between them so that
the music annotation algorithms can be analyzed and
improved developed by Simangaliso Mncwango
• A video annotation tool which will allow a dance educator to provide feedback using a custom annotation
vocabulary on student-submitted dance videos to encourage improvement outside of the classroom and a
possible extension to allow students to annotate professional videos with or without mistakes to gain a
deeper understanding of the technique developed by
James Kriel
The Video Annotation tool will be undertaken as a software development project discussed in Section 3.2 while the
music annotation tool and domain-specific language will be
undertaken as a research project with the research objectives
addressed in Section 3.1.
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3.1

Research Objectives

The research objectives for the step notation tool are as
follows:
• Suitability of the graphical language
• Investigation of possible usability evaluation methods from the HCI-context that are used on graphical
notation systems of process modelling methods
By fulfilling these objectives, we believe that the tool’s outcome is of higher graphical correctness in the tool and higher
editor usability relating to basic controls for the notation
elements and properties. In addition to that, we intend to
have a tool that involves a low level of effort relating to time
and approach when producing the DSL and the analysis capabilities for the transformation models with the graphical
editor.
The research objectives for the audio annotation tool are
as follows:
• How music annotation algorithms can be utilized for
beat recognition in salsa songs
• How music annotation algorithms can be useful in the
identification of counts for dance in music
The main goal is to investigate the hypothesis which says
the algorithms for beat recognition in popular music like pop
songs work equally well for salsa songs. This will address
efficiently how algorithms for beat recognition in pop songs
can work the same as in salsa songs. This is motivated by the
fact that Klapuri’s algorithms [2] which is the beat tracking
algorithm worked well in pop song to recognize its beat.
3.2

Software Development Details

This project aims to produce a tool that can be used to supplement social dance education in South Africa. As that is
quite a broad field the primary focus is on the dance studio,
Evolution Dance, and the dances that it teaches being Salsa
and Bachata.
The primary target users will be the dance educators as
first and foremost this project is about creating a tool to
allow dance educators to give feedback to student-submitted
videos. A secondary target user group would be the dance
students by creating a tool allowing students to test their
knowledge of the dances by annotating professional video
lessons similar to the study by Lu-Ho Hsia and Gwo-Jen
Hwang [8].
The requirements of a video annotation system for feedback
are:
•
•
•
•

Custom Dance Instructor Annotation Vocabulary
Navigation interface to go between videos
Ability to traverse a video by the annotations
Ability to add annotations
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• Ability to edit annotations
• Ability to delete annotations
while the requirements for student self-learning are:
• Custom Dance Instructor Annotation Vocabulary
• Navigation interface to go between videos
• Ability to traverse a video by the annotations
• Ability to edit annotations
• Database of pre-annotated dance videos
• Interface to select the correct annotation choice from
a list of options

4

Procedures and Methods

Due to the separate nature of the three tools, their procedures
will be mostly discussed independently from one another.
The one exception for procedures that will be shared will
be regular meetings with Dance Educators from Evolution
Dance Studios for co-design, resource acquisition and additional requirement gathering.
4.1 Step Notation Tool
Firstly, we will focus on the components that create a domainspecific language. We will analyze the different ways a DSL
can be designed. In this case, we will use the domain-specific
modelling languages (DSML) and how they can be applied
for the salsa dance. The use of DSML will allow the user
to represent the step notations graphically. The notations
techniques are focus more on which tools can be used to create and edit the dance steps. The notation will be computed
graphically in illustrated salsa dance steps allowing the user
to input the dance steps graphically. The Step Notation will
be implemented using Frank’s [18] design approach for the
domain-specific modelling languages (DSML) using a threephase development approach for this project. The first phase
will be defining an abstract syntax, followed by the design
of concrete syntax. Finally, the third phase will develop a
modelling tool and evaluation. The phases will be explained
as follows:
• Abstract Syntax. The abstract syntax [16] will be defined by the fundamental components of the language,
their dependencies and equivalent modelling rules of
the salsa dance steps in the structure of a metamodel.
• Concrete Syntax. To make the concepts of the abstract
syntax, the metamodel of the abstract syntax will be
covered into a concrete syntax which will be designed
into graphical notations.
• Development and Evaluation. The final step is to apply
the developed DSML into the salsa dance context, resulting in a domain-specific modelling language that
models the salsa dance steps. The evaluation is to ensure the quality levels of the DSML by considering the
metamodel and the notation. The evaluation regarding the notation and metamodel will be to discover
if the user has preferences of graphical notations, if
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the tool has sufficient description of the basic steps for
beginners level and the level of difficulty when using
the tool. A set of questions will be performed to get
an insight and general feedback of the users towards
the tool.
4.2

Audio Annotation Tool

Firstly, we aim to study the beat tracking algorithm by Klapuri [2]. We will spend time in analyzing the algorithm to
find more about it in terms of design. The beat tracking algorithm will be analyzed based on its performance in pop
songs in terms of how does it worked to identify beats in
pop songs.
After understanding its operation and its functionality, we
will then apply it into any salsa song. We will then make
comparison between salsa songs and pop songs. Results will
be generated in terms of how the beat tracking algorithm
were able to work in pop songs and in salsa songs
4.2.1 Evaluation. We will evaluate it based on the ability
to recognize beats in pop songs and in salsa songs. We assume
that the beat tracking algorithm will work equal in pop songs
for beat recognition as in salsa songs. This is how we are
going to measure its success.
4.3

Video Annotation Tool

This section will detail the process for creating the Video
Annotation tool with Section 4.3.1 detailing the design features, the design methodology and the language and tools to
be used. Section 4.3.2 covers possible issues that may arise
during development. Lastly, Section 4.3.3 details how the
evaluation of the Video Annotation tool will be conducted.
4.3.1 Implementation Strategy. The main features of
the video annotation tool will be the ability to playback a
video, annotate a video, edit annotations, delete annotations,
save annotations, navigate videos by the existing annotations and navigate through all videos in the database.
The video annotation tool will be developed using an iterative design methodology. This methodology was chosen as
the application is meant to be of use to non-computer experts
and thus ensuring that it is always meeting the requirements
of the intended users is of the utmost importance. As such
the tool will be subject to slight redesigns based on middevelopment feedback from the dance educators at preset
feedback sessions which will be decided during the course
of the project.
The video playback and navigating through all videos in the
database will be developed in the first iteration, followed by
the development of annotation creation and storage. Finally,
the editing, deleting and viewing of annotations will be completed.
The mobile annotation application will be developed using
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Java as an Android application. Java was chosen due to personal preference and prior knowledge of the platform. While
it would be best to be able to build the platform on both iOS
and Android devices that is not feasible in the time frame
and since Android Studio runs on Java it makes more sense
to develop on Android. Additionally, libraries such as Simple XML for handling the storage and manipulation of the
annotation files are fully compatible with Java and increase
the motivation to make use of the language.
4.3.2 Expected Challenges. Despite prior experience in
Java, challenges are expected to arise from the need to learn
to work with technologies without any prior experience.
These technologies are as follows:
• MPEG-7 Format
• XML Storage and Manipulation
• Video Playback within Java
Time at the beginning of the development process will be
allotted for learning these technologies before development
on the tool itself begins in earnest.
Additional challenges that are beyond personal control will
be brought up as part of the Risk Matrix in Appendix A.
4.3.3 Evaluation. An evaluation will be conducted to assess the effectiveness of the final video annotation tool. The
participants will be recruited from the dance teachers with
whom this system is being designed. The evaluations results
will be composed of qualitative feedback on the application
in the form of long, open-ended questions while the use of
the Likert scale will give a usable form of quantitative data
despite this being a subjective study. The evaluations will
comprise of three different sections:
• Time for the user to experiment with the prototype
without assistance
• A set of tasks for the user to perform
• A post-evaluation interview and questionnaire using
long-form questions and the Likert scale
The user experimentation time will be used to simulate a
user having just downloaded an app off their phone and
exploring it themselves to see how discoverable the features
of the video annotation tool are.
The task list will be used to test specific features of the annotation tool, both to ensure that the user can work out how
to perform them and ensure that the application works to
their specifications.
The post-evaluation questionnaire will be used to gain an
insight into the user’s experience using the application with
the use of long-form questions allowing the user to give their
detailed thoughts on the tool.
Additionally, the users will be asked to speak aloud while
they make use of the application in both the exploration and
task sections to provide a transcript that can be analysed for
qualitative responses indicating how the experience of using
the application was in the moment.
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Smaller-scale evaluations will be conducted following a similar structure throughout development to gain feedback on
the progress of the tool’s development and to support the
iterative development cycle.
The final evaluation will be used to provide the results of the
project which will appear within the academic paper.

5

Ethical, Professional and Legal Issues

There are no professional issues as we do not plan to copyright any of the code we write.
Legal issues from copyrighted music will be avoided by ensuring that the music is royalty-free and by requesting input
on music from Evolution Dance Studio. Similarly, the video
annotation tool will make use of self-made videos and videos
provided by Evolution Dance Studio.
The video annotation tool and step notation tool do present
an ethical issue as they will require user testing to evaluate.
This will require ethical clearance to proceed with but, it
should not be a problem as user tests pose very little risk to
any user involved because the evaluation of the tool will not
involve any attempts at human behaviour modification and
the participants involved will not be at risk individuals such
as pregnant woman, children or disabled persons.

6
6.1

Anticipated Outcomes
System

Our final system will consist of three tools that form the
basis of a Dance Education platform.
6.1.1 Step Notation Tool. The key features of the step
notation tool are the graphical representation of the steps,
the design component that allows users to set up a sequence
of dance steps using the notation and the limitation for only
representing the salsa dance notation and its constraints.
6.1.2 Audio Annotation Tool. The anticipated outcome
of development will be an audio annotation tool that will be
useful in the identification of the counts for dance in music.
The system will demonstrate the beats recognition by an
annotation tool to support huge social dance classes and
music in educational schools in South Africa.
6.1.3 Video Annotation Tool. The expected outcome for
the video annotation tool will be a graphical user interface to
allow a dance educator to annotate student-submitted videos
and provide feedback using a custom annotation vocabulary.
Additionally, time permitting, the outcome will include a
video annotation tool for students to annotate professional
dance videos, either with mistakes or without, from a selection of pre-defined possible annotation options to test their
knowledge of the theory behind the dances.
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6.2

Impact

We expect the impact of the project to be the components of
a dance education platform that can be used to improve and
supplement the existing in-person learning experience of
Latin Dance in a social context in South Africa by providing
new ways for a student to learn to recognize the timing of a
dance, learn the steps by being able to create and edit dance
steps visually and be encouraged to continue practising at
home knowing they can still receive feedback easily from
their educators.
6.3

Key Success Factors

Successfully proving the better algorithm for use in beats
recognition for Latin dancing will result in success for the
audio annotation tool while positive results of the user evaluations in regards to ease of use and the extent to which
user requirements are met will provide the notion of success
for the step notation and video annotation tool.

7
7.1

Timeline

Resources Required

We will make use of our personal computers and an appropriate IDE (Visual Studio, IntelliJ or any other) for building
our respective tools for the education platform.
Additionally, the data required for the audio annotation tool
and the video annotation tool, being music tracks and professional as well as student dance videos respectively, will
be sourced with help from our project supervisor and the
Evolution Dance Studio.
7.4

7.5

Deliverables

The final deliverable of this project is an academic paper
and the accompanying code for each of the experiments
and software development projects outlined in the previous
sections. Several other deliverables created during the course
of the project will also contribute to the final deliverable and
are displayed below:
• A literature review for each aspect of the project
• A project proposal

A draft of the academic paper
The final academic paper
The source code for each members contribution
A poster and website containing information about
the project
Milestones

We have several milestones for the duration of this project
which will be specified in the Gantt chart in Appendix B.
Many of the milestones appear as Deliverables listed in Section 7.4. The remaining milestones are defined by significant
points in the development of the project such as the completion of code segments and the completion of user tests and
phases of self-testing. Some of the bigger milestones include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Risks

The timeline of the project is from 3 May to 18 October
2021 when the final project component is submitted. The
deadlines of components of the project along with specific
milestones are displayed within the Gantt Chart in Appendix
B.
7.3

•
•
•
•

Project Plan

This project is subject to multiple risks, many because it is
a combination of both a software development project and
a research project. Additionally, the presence of Covid-19
amplifies many of the existing risks. The risks will be clearly
defined within the Risk Matrix in Appendix A.
7.2
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7.6

Completion of the Project Proposal
Completion of Pre-Development Research
Implementation of code base
Completion of Experiments/Evaluations
First Draft of Final Paper
Final Paper Submission
Work Allocation

The entire group will collaborate on shared deliverables such
as the poster and website.
The three tools themselves are allocated to one group member each. The step notation tool’s development and testing
will be conducted by Ana Dauane, Simanagaliso Mncwango
will develop and test the audio annotations for recognizing music beats and the video annotation tool for educator
feedback will be developed and user-tested by James Kriel.
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-
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AD, JK, SM

-
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Poster Due
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